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bangladesh was one of the original members of the united nations, but was suspended in
1971, and has not been a member since. bangladesh has a moderate amount of arable land
and an area of. it is a low-lying country in the eastern half of the bengal delta, with a tropical
wet and dry climate. the most densely populated parts are the ganges delta, which is the
most densely populated region of the world, chittagong hill tracts, and the sundarbans, also
known as the bengal delta. bangladesh is the official language of the country and about 80%
of the population speaks bengali, a dialect of the indo-aryan branch of the indo-european
language family. the remainder speaks english, the lingua franca of the country. the main
religions of bangladesh are islam and hinduism. islam was brought to bangladesh by
mughals in the 14th century, and is the state religion of bangladesh. hinduism is the
dominant religion in chittagong division, but is relatively unknown in the other divisions of
the country. the largest minority religion in bangladesh is christianity, which is practiced
mainly in chittagong division. right click the downloaded file and select “extract here” to
extract all the files. then just double click on the setup file and follow the on-screen
instructions. after installing the software you can see the icon of avro keyboard in system
tray. now use the windows shortcut keys to open it. now your system will be in bengali mode,
you can use any application or perform any operation in bengali without any problem. avro
keyboard is a bangla keyboard layout viewer that you can see the current layout of the
keyboard in bangla mode. once you setup the layout, click the apply button. this tool is
totally free and you can read its support page to know its usage and limitations.
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